
EMAIL #1

Subject line: Ready To Increase Your Sales and Put Some Wins On The Board?

Body:

Hello {First Name},

You can do what you did in the past and get the same results OR you pick up PIPELINE CRM
and leverage productivity and sales!

Are you one of those marketers that get so bogged down in the ‘technical jargon’ that they never
even reach the money-making stage.

All that is about to change.

Get a sales platform that offers easy setup, seamless integrations, and intuitive tools.

Spend more time on closing deals!

Introducing... PIPELINE CRM

With Pipeline CRM you can:

Manage bids. Win more deals. Double revenue

It is proven to double revenue for general contractors, subcontractors, and suppliers.

Manage relationships and track bids with new and existing customers.

Cheers!
{Your Name}



EMAIL #2

Subject Line: Improve Reporting and Accelerate Sales

Body:

Hello {First Name},

Have you been facing issues with managing growing businesses  - from monitoring workflow to
tracking sales? We’ve all been there, trust me!

Finally, the solution is here: PIPELINE CRM
It's here to solve one of your biggest problems.
Now we're capturing all the information we need in one system that's easy to access.

Easily keep on top of all your customer relationships with Pipeline CRM. With a detailed view of
your accounts, you can recognize upsell opportunities and grow your business.

You can now manage your pipeline on the go.
Quickly see how deals are progressing and take action!

Inside Pipeline, you are going to find the ability to  recognize at-risk deals and upsell
opportunities. which will enable you to offer multiple businesses and to close deals even faster.

Go here to see everything you’d get inside this Software  {ADD AFFILIATE LINK}

Regards,
{Your Name}

EMAIL #3



Subject Line: Close deals Much faster using This Tool!

Body:

Hi {f_name}/Hey there,

Every Business around the world needs Online Presence and a good Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) will help you every step of the way – easier and faster!

Manage your customers, service users, coworkers, or suppliers and Win More Deals Faster

Boost productivity as you keep track of every opportunity and manage the post-sale delivery
process with ease.

With Real-time status updates you can spend more time analyzing data than tracking it down.

Our customer care is second to none.

So, Don't Delay and enjoy the Powerful services with:

* Integrations
* Account Customization
* Automations
* Email Sync
* Reporting
* Onboarding Services
* Mobile CRM

So, you can Instantly Convert Your Leads into Sales, Commissions, Profits and
Boost Your ROI multi-folds with PIPELINE CRM

Affordable Pricing. No hidden costs.

EMAIL #4



Subject Line: {First Name}, we have just the thing for you!

Body:

Hello {First name},

What you will read is no secret but a fact, that without all the right ingredients it's not possible to
make a delicious meal. We can prepare it, but the taste might not be exactly how we want it to
be.

Similarly, without using the right tools, you might be missing out on being more productive or
gaining the desired results. Our tool PipelineCRM might be among the right ones that work with
your business.

Try it for free {ADD AFFILIATE LINK}

Thanks,
{Your name}


